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FASTLINE VALVES FROM JEM TECHNICAL BECOMES THE NEW STANDARD 

FastLine celebrates 4 years of 24-hour fast shipping standard cartridge valve assemblies. 

Orono, MN – FastLine Valves by JEM Technical celebrates 4 years of offering preconfigured standard 

valve block assemblies for hydraulic circuits designed for mobile equipment applications. The company 

guarantees same day shipping at the time of order for FastLine products. 

Fastline by JEM was created of an industry need to provide readily available hydraulic cartridge valve 

assemblies for immediate needs. The company launched the product line in January 2016 and has sold 

nearly 10,000 units to eagerly awaiting customers. JEM carries over 5,000 FastLine Parts in inventory to 

satisfy the fast-ship orders.  

FastLine consists of four standard product lines including Pressure Control, Load Holding, Directional 

Control, and various standard Valve Bodies to choose from.    

“Being a well-known fluid power distributor in the mobile equipment industry for decades, JEM 

recognized a need for standard valve block assemblies that could be preconfigured for a variety of 

applications and shipped the same day,” said Mike Huehns, director of sales and marketing at JEM 

Technical, Inc. “We manufacture all the valve blocks in-house to ensure quality control and integrate a 

variety valve component options to meet various customer needs quickly.”    

While JEM Technical is a systems integrator of hydraulic circuits offering custom hydraulic solutions, 

they also offer cost-effective standard solutions that can be shipped same day from the same location. 

JEM offers FastLine valve solutions throughout the USA and Canada, and utilizes a variety of 

manufacturers based on authorized sales territories in North America.    

About JEM Technical, Inc. 

JEM Technical is a fluid power systems integrator for original equipment manufacturers and industrial 

applications. JEM designs and manufactures custom valve manifolds that include industry leading 
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cartridge valves and electronics which are also available independently through authorized distribution 

territories in the United States and Canada.  

The fluid power and motion control experts at JEM Technical have the knowledge and expertise to 

improve the technology of your equipment to achieve maximum system efficiency.  

For more information, visit www.jemtechnical.com  
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